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Abstract

AAPG and DPA can help today’s explorer with both technical and professional career-related resources which are accessible through the internet. These include:

- About 40 Discovery Thinking talks about major and significant discoveries around the globe presented by someone close to the action who shares privileged data and an inside look at how the discovery was made. The Discovery Thinking forums form a continuing legacy of discovery at AAPG Annual meetings in the US (ACE) and around the globe (ICE). Video presentations are located in a special collection on AAPG’s Search and Discovery. Thanks to the explorers whose online talks have received more than 20,000 viewings.
- Previous Playmaker video presentations, like Dan Tearpock’s and Bob Shoup’s “The Ten Habits of Highly Successful Oil Finders,” are available on AAPG/DPA and Search and Discovery.
- Downloadable career publications, model form contracts, news, position statements, and many other valuable resources available on AAPG/DPA.

A demonstration was given on how explorers can access this information on their desktop computer.